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Closed
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Assignee:
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Category:
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Found in version:

5.2.0

Description
On smaller screens (e.g. my 15'' Laptop) the Description field overlays the map. Also, the Clear - buttons jump from right of the
associated box underneath it.
See screenshots.
Found in Firefox and Chrome.
History
#1 - 2020-05-12 15:10 - Alexander Watzinger
- Target version set to 5.3.0
- Assignee set to Christoph Hoffmann
- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Category set to UI

Thank you very much for reporting and especially for the screenshots. We already did some work on that but it seems the map isn't playing nice with
resizable form elements.
@ Christoph: the z-index solution doesn't seem the way to go. Ideally the map would adjust to having less place but I'm not sure if this possible.
Another "fix" would be to not make the description field resize able in width if shown with map but that would be not very user friendly. Maybe you can
think of something.

#2 - 2020-06-17 11:05 - Alexander Watzinger
Like discussed at the Hackathon today we try to leave it as it is now: description field can be made wider and is above the map in case of overlap, but
we will try to solve that it doesn't overlap when viewing initially (problem at smaller screens).

#3 - 2020-06-17 11:44 - Christoph Hoffmann
partial fix in https://github.com/craws/OpenAtlas/commit/1cf17daff4746d12c9012068c539d04871b99fb7

#4 - 2020-06-30 17:30 - Christoph Hoffmann
- Status changed from Assigned to Closed

#5 - 2020-07-15 14:41 - Alexander Watzinger
- Subject changed from Layout issues on smaller screens to Layout issues with forms on smaller screens
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